Abstract

Reviews provide a synthesis of published literature on a topic and describe its current state-of-art. Reviews in clinical research are thus useful when designing studies or developing practice guidelines. The two standard types of reviews are (a) systematic and (b) non-systematic or narrative review. Unlike systematic reviews that benefit from guidelines such as PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) statement, there are no acknowledged guidelines for narrative reviews. I have attempted to define the best practice recommendations for the preparation of a narrative review in clinical research. The quality of a narrative review may be improved by borrowing from the systematic review methodologies that are aimed at reducing bias in the selection of articles for review and employing an effective bibliographic research strategy. The dynamics of narrative review writing, the organizational pattern of the text, the analysis, and the synthesis processes are also discussed.
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Introduction

A periodic synthesis of knowledge is required because of the huge amount and rapid rate of publications. The need for a review of literature may arise from the abundance of information, divergent views, or a lack of consensus about a topic.1,2 Although synthesizing the literature is a challenging task, the interest in reviews is ever-growing. Unlike original articles, literature reviews do not present new data but intend to assess what is already published,3,4 and to provide the best currently available evidence. For this reason a review is defined as a ‘secondary research’ study, meaning that it is based on ‘primary research’ studies.1

The two standard types of reviews are (a) systematic (SR) and (b) non-systematic or narrative review (NR). NRs are aimed at identifying and summarizing what has been previously published, avoiding duplications, and seeking new study areas not yet addressed.3,5,6 While PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) provides reporting guidelines for SRs, no acknowledged guidelines are available for NR writing. The task of review writing is frequently assigned to medical writers, for example, on new or completed research projects, synthesis for editorial projects. However, training opportunities on writing literature reviews in the biomedical field are few. The objective of the present study is to identify practice guidelines to improve NR writing on topics related to clinical research.

Comparison of narrative and systematic styles of literature reviews

A recent report stated that NRs form the basis of medical literature synthesis, and their number per year in MEDLINE significantly surpassed that of SRs.7 Although NRs and SRs differ in objectives, methods, and application areas, both may include several kinds of studies with different levels of evidence: randomised clinical trials, observational case-control or cohort studies, and case reports. Nevertheless, since NRs and SRs are written retrospectively, both are prone to bias.8

The main objective of a SR is to formulate a well-defined question and provide a quantitative and qualitative analyses of the relevant evidence, followed or not by a meta-analysis. The SR strengths are: focus on a unique query, clarity in retrieving articles for review, objective and quantitative summary, and inferences based on evidence.9 Nevertheless, SRs have several limitations: heterogeneity in the selected studies, possible biases of single studies (patients selection, performance evaluation, measurement), and even publication biases.8,10 Moreover, SRs cannot be continuously updated; the median validity of an SR has been estimated as 5.5 years, but it is 3 years for 23% of reviews and 1 year for 15%, depending on the
therapeutic area. According to some reports on SRs, significant shortcomings of SRs were the lack of: assessment of biases, reporting of key methodological aspects, especially in non-Cochrane SRs, and inclusion of adverse assessments. Standard methods of collecting data for SRs can be complicated, for example, if the patient and disease characteristics are not well reported, and it might be difficult to draw conclusions that would be applicable in daily practice. Moreover, there are no rules regarding the sample size requirements.

In contrast to SRs, NRs can address one or more questions and the selection criteria for inclusion of the articles may not be specified explicitly. Subjectivity in study selection is the main weakness ascribed to NRs that potentially leads to biases. An historical NR is irreplaceable to track the development of a scientific principle or clinical concept; as in fact, the narrative thread could be lost in the restrictive rules of a SR; some issues require the wider scoping of a NR. On the other hand, the rigour of an SR is needed to evaluate, for example, the efficacy of diagnostic or treatment interventions, and the outcomes of natural or therapeutic exposures. Although these are the key sources of evidence, their technical language and the time needed to identify the key results may deter their application. Table 1 summarizes the hallmark differences between NRs and SRs.

In reality, neither the SRs with their restricted focus, nor the NRs with their distinctiveness completely satisfy the wide range of topics to review. Hence, new approaches are currently in development such as meta-narrative reviews and realistic syntheses. Once the need for an NR is identified, a glance at the expert opinions on this particular topic may be useful in improving the method of literature selection and reducing the risk of a suboptimal reporting.

### Preparation of a narrative review

As yet there is no consensus on the standard structure of an NR. The preferred format is the IMRAD (Introduction, Methods, Results, Discussion), but an NR may be organised in a chronological order, with a summary of the history of a research when clear trends are identified, or presented as a ‘conceptual frame’, where the contents are separated according to dependent or independent variables and their relationships. However, the NRs structure should respect, apart from the author preferences, the journal style, and the conventions followed in the particular field. Table 2 visualizes the general framework of an NR. In this model the central body is partitioned in units (sections), each composed by concepts (key variables), which are discussed and evaluated.

### Literature search

Unlike SRs, the Methods section is not mandatory for NRs (depending on the journal style), but if included, it adds clarity to the key messages of the NRs. The literature search is a critical step in determining the selection bias. If the review query is well-defined, for example, a clinical question, then it would be possible to design an appropriate search strategy in a form suitable for search engines. Hence, a structured approach on the lines of that used for SRs is advisable in literature search for NRs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Main differences between narrative and systematic reviews</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Narrative reviews</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main Features</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Uses/applications</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Limitations</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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As the search terms (keywords) define the limits and the nature of the literature search, these should be established in a comprehensive way in order to permit selection of all the related articles, and at the same time, eliminate those that are not relevant. The key concepts are transformed into keywords, choosing only the most distinctive terms. Thesaurus systems such as the MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) terms of the National Library of Medicine, which are used to index articles for PubMed, may be referred to for selecting the appropriate keywords directly related to the topic of interest.

Selection criteria
Defining the inclusion/exclusion criteria for literature selection can be helpful in focusing on the relevance of the studies to the topic. The exclusion criteria may be identified according to the pertinence of the search objective, whereas the inclusion criteria may define the fundamental factors of the review.

In the first step it is useful to mark the date, keywords, and their combination with the number of records retrieved during each search. The process may continue selecting manually other publications that are cited in the articles retrieved during the first search. Then the cycle can be repeated till reaching a ‘saturation point’.

It is advisable to include a variety in the information sources, for example consult different databases, and limit citations of the same research group or the same journal, even though these may be authoritative. Original articles are preferable over other NRs on the same topic. In addition to reports of randomized clinical trials and observational studies, editorials by key opinion leaders may also be included.

Once a primary bulk of articles is obtained, the selection may be refined and process may be recorded in a ‘Summary table’ or using ‘Reference cards’; it is useful to sort the articles and file these with the bibliographic references in an appropriate citation style.

Critical assessment
Evaluating the fitness of an article for the review may prove to be a complex task that concerns different issues related to the journal, author(s)’ reputation, accuracy of methods, analysis and coherence. In general, each article should be critically evaluated according to the following:

- key results
- limitations
- suitability of the methods used to test the initial hypothesis
- quality of the results obtained
- interpretation of the results
- impact of the conclusions in the field

The studies with the best contributions should be synthetized highlighting the possible
inconsistencies among the results. Moreover, it may be opportune to integrate new articles in case of missing evidence.

Crafting the text
Drafting an NR text rarely follows a linear pathway, as it is a dynamic process. The starting point is the data retrieved – visualized in figures and tables – which are the cornerstones of the NR; in fact, each section should refer to the gathered data.

In the preparation of the NR, the Introduction should be written after the Results and Discussion sections are finalised; in fact, the NR analysis of the retrieved articles allows a better understanding of the results, and facilitates a meaningful discussion and conclusions. Moreover, retracing the text backwards enables elimination of points that may be redundant or irrelevant to the main discourse.

The drafting of the Discussion should follow the critical assessment process: the previous sections are re-assessed, the results are evaluated and interpreted referring to the initial query, highlighting the meaning and validity of the conclusions.

The writing of conclusions, title, and abstract of an NR follows the criteria of other manuscripts. A particular attention should be paid to the title and keywords since these are used by databases for indexing the article. The title may include text from the abstract, and should mirror the essence of the whole article. The title should also be attractive enough to persuade readers to read the abstract and then the article. Informative titles, which state the relevant elements of the manuscript conclusively are considered better than indicative titles. Definitions such as ‘A review’ or ‘Clinic review’, ‘Updated review’, ‘Clinical evidence’ in the titles do not add value, whereas the indication ‘literature or narrative review’ or ‘review of the

Figure 1: Flow chart of the literature selection process for the present article.
literature’ is helpful in clarifying the research design. An example of a good title is: Injuries Associated with Soccer: A review of Epidemiology and Etiology.  

Literature search for the present article

As an example, a literature search was performed for the present study on the lines of searches for an NR, but including features of SR methodology (Figure 1). The electronic search included three databases, PubMed, EMBASE and Google Scholar, and used three search terms: ‘medical literature review writing’, ‘medical narrative review writing’, and ‘medical systematic review writing’. The inclusion criteria were: all types of articles, articles published in PubMed, and related only to humans. The exclusion criteria were: articles for which full text was not available, were not in English, or were grey literature. From the articles retrieved in the first round of search, additional references were identified by a manual search among the cited references (Figure 1).

Conclusions

The international debate over reviews is far from being dampened. However, NRs are still the cornerstone for synthesis of medical literature, with functions and applications different from those of SRs. The preparation of NRs can benefit from applying the methodological rigour of SRs. As suggested here, restricting the focus on well-defined issues, establishing clear inclusion and exclusion criteria for literature search, concentrating on a specific set of studies and establishing a relevance criteria of selection would help improve the quality of NRs. A methodological approach to NRs is essential because inadequate reporting influences the interpretation, the translation and the application of published research.
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